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WOOL COLOR BOX

Next to the colors in our standard 
collections, you also have the 
option to order your rug in a color 
of your own choosing. 

Colors marked with NW are 
natural wool colors. This yarn is 
unbleached, undyed and comes 
directly from the sheep. Therefore 
small differences in color may 
occur. This is just a small part of 
our entire wool and natural wool 
color range. It is possible to mix 
different colors in order to create 
your customized color. 

Next to all extra color options in 
this box, the wool yarn can also be 
lab-dyed in any requested color 
for orders of 40m2 and over.
The additional, one-off costs for 
lab-dyed colors are € 750,-.
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WOOL COLORS
Digital colors differ from reality. No rights can be derived from this digital document. Its purpose is only to serve as a working tool. 

500 103 NW735 110 NW100 NW 108 NW104 NW 105 NW101 NW 109 NW106 NW

405 930503 523502 404750 722536 700400

665 689714 661509 684520 663510 544521

691 865747 398767 766549 615402 626 403

601 604768 739731 760738 614730 613603

706 708737 727542 617576 555764 761577

765 529734 563579 559723 564733 557580

740 674677 679525 681675 755524 680660

752 742716 745624 703699 736718 702717

751 654698 506756 673711 719694 659545
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ABOUT WOOL

100% WOOL YARNS ADVANTAGES:
+ Soft and warm: suitable for sensitive skin.
+ Absorbent: natural and effective moisture management.
+ Resilient: Wool has great natural elasticity, causing it to recover to its original shape.
+ Naturally anti-bacterial: resistant to bacteria and thus suitable for people with allergies.
+ Resistent to moist: Wool is not sensitive to moist.
+ Longwearing: a strong fibre when wet or dry and therefore very wear-resistant.

SUSTAINABILITY OF WOOL
+ Our Wool yarn is recovered strictly from sheep living in Europe.  
+ The Wool fiber is completely biodegradable. 
+ Wool is a renewable product. Afther the sheering of the sheep, their Wool fleece just grows back. In fact, the sheep needs to 
be sheered for their own well-being.
+ The sheering of the sheep is done in an animal friendly manner.
+ The dyeing of our wool yarn is 100% ecological.

COMPOSITION
Pile: 100% Wool
Yarn origin: Europe
Primary backing: 100% pes
Latex: Luxury contract latex
Backing: 100% pes

SIZE
Width: up to 9,15 mtrs without seaming. Wider possible with seam.
Length: no limit

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS (SOURCE: TEXTILES AND FLOORING INSTITUTE GMBH)
Resistance to light: equal or superior to 5
Resistance to shampoo: equal or superior to 5
Color Fastness: equal or superior to 5
Static electricity: there are no reasons to worry about the effects of static electricity in closed spaces
Resistance to traffic: high
Treatment of anti-moth incorporated

APPLICATION
Rug with great capacity to resisting to weariness, appropriate for residential market or soft contract. 
All Wool rugs are suitable for high traffic areas. 

MAINTENANCE
Vacuum regularly - remove stains immediately. Please contact us for a complete maintenance report.

INSTALLATION
Plain, dry and clean surface. Overall adhesion or stretched. Suitable for floor heating as well.

CERTIFICATIONS
NP EN ISSO 9001:2008 certified by TUV Rheinland
Burning classification - EN 13501-1:2010 - Bfl-s1
Luxury Class - LC 5 (Prestige)

POSSIBILITIES

NATURAL WOOL
+ In the top row of this box you can find our natural wool colors, marked with NW written above the colour 
number.
+ These wool yarns are unbleached and undyed, and are recovered directly from the sheep itself.
+ Please note that therefore, slight differences in color may occur per batch.

COLOR OPTIONS
+ Colors can be used uni as well as mixed. The maximum amount of colors mixed in wool yarn is 2 colors.

CUSTOM COLORS
Next to all standard color options in this box, the wool yarn can also be lab-dyed in any requested color! 
This is possible for rugs from 40 m2 and over. The one-off costs of this special lab-dye is € 750,- and the 
production time will increase with approximately 2 weeks. 

DIFFERENCES IN DYE BATCH
All wool yarns are dyed in a natural way, therefore a minimal deviation per dye batch is possible. Per rug we 
always use yarns from the same dye batch.

SAMPLES
Please contact us for a sample in case you would like to see a chosen color or special pattern. We have many 
possibilities to adjust pile height, shape, pattern and color to your wishes. For sampling we charge a small 
amount which will be credited when ordering the actual rug. 


